reliably detect vision problems...

**Laboratory in microdrops:**
Credit card-size microflow system handles thousands of...

Tens of thousands of chemical and biochemical experiments may be conducted daily...

One molecule, many more insulin-producing cells to treat diabetes
With a single stimulatory molecule, human insulin-producing beta cell replication...

Sensing wind speed with kites
Researchers have developed a way to use a kite itself to measure wind speed. The...

To make one happy, make one busy
A new study found that people who have something to do, even something pointless, ...

Accepted theory explaining frequent eruptions at Italy’s Stromboli volcano questioned...
One volcano that volcanologists believe they understand fairly well is Italy’s Stromboli, ...

---

**Science - ScienceDaily**

Reef ‘could adapt to avoid doom’
THE prediction of a prominent marine biologist that climate change could render the...

Spring rainfall at record low levels
MUCH of southeastern Australia has had the driest start to spring on record.

NASA gets a rocket for risk
ARES is meant to be the rocket that will launch a new era of lunar exploration. Instead, ...

Humans to blame for melting Antarctica
ANTARCTICA, which seemed to have largely escaped the global warming hotting up the...

DNA shows Otzi the Iceman has kin
AS he lay dying high in the Tyrolean Alps, Otzi the Iceman would have been astonished...